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ᏍᎦᏚᎩ ᏗᎧᏃᏩᏛᏍᏗ 
sgadugi dikanowadvsdi

Cherokee Community Values
ᎦᏚᎩ gadugi 
People coming together as one and working to help one another.
ᏕᏣᏓᏝᏂᎪᎯᏍᏙᏗᏕᎨᏎᏍᏗ detsadatlanigohisdodidegesdi 
Strengthen one another with encouraging words in all that you do.
ᎬᏩᎵᏨ ᏗᏣᏓᏲᎯᏍᏗ ᎢᏤᎮᏍᏗ gvwalitsv ditsadayohisdi itsehesdi 
Live and never give up on what you start.
ᏕᏣᏓᎨᏳᏎᏍᏗ detsadageyusesdi   
Be stingy with one another’s existence, like a mother with child.
ᏕᏣᏓᎸᏉᏕᏍᏗ detsadalvquodesdi 
Like one another without conditions, admire one another.
ᏕᏣᏓᏟᏴᏎᏍᏗ detsadatliyvsesdi 
Struggle to hold on to one another or cling to one another.
ᎤᎵᏍᎨᏗ ᏕᏣᏓᏰᎸᏎᏍᏗ ulisgedi detsadayelvsesdi 
Treat each other’s existence as being sacred or important.
ᏗᏣᏓᏍᏕᎵᏍᎩ ᎢᏤᎮᏍᏗ ditsadasdelisgi itsehesdi 
You all live, helping one another.
ᏂᎦᏯᎢᏐ ᎦᏚᎩ ᏂᏨᏁᏍᏗ nigaya’iso gadugi nitsvnesdi 
In the mind and heart always have the thought of working together.
ᏕᏣᏓᏙᎯᏳᏎᏍᏗ detsadadohiyusesdi 
You all have a strong conviction for and believe in one another.
ᏕᏣᏓᎵᎨᏅᏗᏍᎨᏍᏗ detsadaligenvdisgesdi 
You all take responsibility for one another’s wellbeing.
ᏕᏣᏓᎦᏘᏰᏍᏗ detsadagtiyesdi 
Watch over and wait for one another.
ᏗᏣᏓᎫᏍᏓᏂᏙᎯ ᎢᏤᎮᏍᏗ ditsadagusdanidohi itsehesdi 
Live and support each other in all that you do.
ᏰᏥᎴᏆᎶᏍᎨᏍᏗ ᏗᎦᎸᏫᏍᏓᏗ ᎦᎾᏅᎪᏉ 
yetsilequalosgesdi digalvwisdadi gananvgoquo
You all gang up on work whenever and wherever it arises.
ᏗᏣᎵᎪᎯ ᎢᏤᎮᏍᏗ ditsaligohi itsehesdi 
Live united, work as a team with one another.
ᏕᏣᏓᏩᏛᎯᏙᎮᏍᏗ datsadawatvhidohesdi 
Visit one another with love, locate and find one another.
ᏕᏣᏓᏏᎾᏍᏗ ᎢᏤᎮᏍᏗ detsadasinasdi itsehesdi 
Live and be very skilled in all areas of life, be resourceful.
ᏄᏓᏅᏘᏳ ᏕᏣᏓᏅᏫᏗᏍᎨᏍᏗ nudantiyu detsadanvwidisgesdi 
Encourage and instruct one another in a gentle & thoughtful way.
ᏅᏬᏘ ᎠᏓᏙᎵᏍᏙᏗ ᏕᏣᏓᏓᏅᏔᏗᏍᎨᏍᏗ 
nvwoti adadolisdodi detsadadanvtadisgesdi
Think of one another in spiritual prayer and healing with medicine.
ᎾᏂᎥ ᏴᏫ ᏕᏣᏠᏯᏍᏗᏍᎨᏍᏗ nani’v yvwi detsatloyasdisgesdi 
Include everyone, all human kind; however many.
ᏚᏳᎪᏛ ᎢᏗᏢ ᏕᏣᏓᏎᎮᏍᏕᏍᏗ duyugtv iditlv datsadasehesdesdi 
Direct one another in the right way, without confining or pushing.

All mistakes are mine, but the words and ideas were initially shared by Benny Smith (2009). They are owned by all Cherokee people and it is our 
responsibility to maintain them. ~ ᏩᏕ ᎦᎵᏍᎨᏫ Ryan B. Mackey
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